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[3]Usher, featuring Young Jeezy, was the third artist of 2008 to achieve a number one song on the chart with 'Love in This Club'
(Here I Stand, 2008) on April 12, a position it maintained for a further three consecutive weeks.. [4][5] It ranked at number two
on the best performing R&B songs chart of 2008.. The BillboardHot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs chart ranks the best-performing
singles in that category in the United States.

1. hits
2. hello it's me
3. how much are pop its

[1] In total, it spent seven consecutive weeks at number one [1][2] 'Like You'll Never See Me Again' also ranked as the number
one R&B song of the year, achieving more radio impressions than any other R&B song in 2008.
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The first number-one song of the year was claimed by Alicia Keys with her song 'Like You'll Never See Me Again', from her
third studio album As I Am (2007).. [3] Displacing Keys from number one, Keyshia Cole's song 'I Remember' from her second
studio album Just like You (2007) also topped the chart for seven consecutive weeks.. [6][7] It ranked at number 15 on the best
performing R&B songs chart of 2008. Download Film Semi Korea
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